For optimal performance at any speed –

**THINK Z.**

Only one line of shock devices in the world has patented Z-Shock Technology™. That's why the Renegade® Prosthetic Foot breaks away from the herd in performance. Thinking Z means exceptional vertical shock deflection and comfort. But Z innovation goes further. Through active tibial progression, energy is not just absorbed but also redirected, helping an amputee walk or run smoothly and confidently at any speed. Add to this a 100% carbon-fiber shock design and the result is a durable, maintenance-free device that's 1/3 the weight of traditional shock feet—so an amputee can walk further and faster with less energy expenditure. To think Z in detail, visit www.freedom-innovations.com or call 888.818.6777. And learn why The Renegade® is the ideal shock foot for active amputees of any stripe.

**The Renegade® Prosthetic Foot**
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